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About This Game

Dive into a deep story of corruption, crime and intrigue. Take the role of gritty Police Chief Jack Boyd, and come face to face
with the ugly underbelly of Freeburg, a city spiraling the drain. Will Jack reach his retirement with a nice stack of bills, or will

he end up broken ... or worse?

Manage your staff, respond to emergencies, and investigate crimes in a city on the brink of chaos. The mafia underworld
maneuvers behind the scenes, sinking their claws ever deeper into the city, even as the mayor is ready to exploit every situation

to his political advantage.

Choose your approach to each situation as it unfolds. Sometimes you’ll be responding to a developing crisis at a crime scene, or
negotiating with Freeburg’s crime bosses. Sometimes you’ll find yourself dodging questions in the press room, or even the

occasional cross-examination in the witness box. Can you keep this pressure cooker from exploding, at least for long enough to
stash away a nice retirement nest egg?

Your mission is clear: make $500,000 in 180 days, before Jack Boyd reaches retirement. How? That’s up to you!

Decisions, decisions! This Is the Police is all about a dark story and how you react to it. Whatever you decide, your
choices will influence the game – and the fate of Jack Boyd.
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The Good, the Bad, and... the Ugly? The Chief of Freeburg's Police Department deals with all kind of people. It is up to
you to find the bad guys, and decide how to deal with them.

Carry out your duties. As head of Freeburg PD, Jack deals with all sorts of challenges every day: responding to
emergencies, managing his officers, defending the department against City Hall and a corrupt mayor, and much more.

Solve Investigations and gather evidence against the criminal gangs of Freeburg.

Deal with the competing powers of the city. Everyone offers you favors, and each one comes at a price.

Rich and fully voiced story: Jack Boyd is portrayed by Jon St. John, the voice of Duke Nukem.
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Title: This Is the Police
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Weappy Studio
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
This Is the Police
Release Date: 2 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP 32

Processor: Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 7800, AMD HD 4600, Intel HD3000 or similiar

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,German,Russian,French,Simplified Chinese,Japanese
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WILL UPDATE ONCE I FINISH THE GAME. It's a big positive for me so far. I grew up on the SEGA GENESIS so i adore
platforming games and i think this is an eccelent one with nice artwork and some very fun mechanics , i just unlocked the
teleport boots and love that mechanic. For retro fans and people who grew up on 2D games i think this is a must buy imo. Its
also a great game for younger people who may be new to 2d games to jump in and try the genre out. Games is very forgiving
and not too frustrating so i say this one is a great start point for all newcomers to the genre.. pls i love this game pls come. If you
like the basic dungeons 2 and want more, you can savely grab this one. One new faction (UNDEAD) and a campain that is more
or less even longer then the core game.. NEVER PLAYED A MORE FRUSTRATING GAME. Oh my God, this game.

Firstly, it's not written by a Japanese person so don't expect there to be any Japanese text in the options (which is not necessarily
bad, just pointing it out).

Secondly, the little girl in here is so freaking sarcastic and apathetic she could easily be diagnosed as a psychopath. It's actually
pretty sad because she and her mother treat the father like an idiot (whom they both call an idiot) and he kind of is. Also, gender
roles are reversed and though I usually welcome something so refreshing the way this game portrayed it was a little
cringeworthy.

The positives? Artwork is adorable and really helps cover up some of the dark\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in this
game. The food is also drawn freaking amazingly and I'm starving just looking at it.

It's not too much money if you pick it up on sale. Got it for three bucks. Worth it if you just want to chill with a sadistic game
about food and demons and people with demonic tendencies.

But man, the father just really makes me sad...but he's happy...right?

P.S.

The grammar and strange sentence structure in the game was bit of a turnoff.. The game is quite interesting, especially in terms
of gameplay. It is a pity that the game has only 9 levels, I would like to see new types of weapons and their customization.
another thing I wanted to draw attention to-soundtrack, it is needed here! I hope that later the developer will add additional
content.. Honestly this DLC isn't worht it. I recognize that it continues the story on some level but this DLC pitt the literal worst
units up against the best units contantly. I'm all for challenges but when you have to have failed X times to have even the
slightest chance of over coming a challenge then the challenge ceases to be a challenge and becomes a "You must only do things
one way or else". It's a magicians force. I never felt that with the base game but with this DLC I've constantly felt that. This
DLC simply isn't worth the money. The units are basically the same only weaker. The game play is basically the same only
requiring more imput and the storyline is basically the same only ripping of WoW Lich King. All in all this DLC takes away
from the game. It adds nothing.. This is the best 4x Strategy game there is. If you love the idea of "Heroes of Might and Magic"
perfectly blended with "Civilization", then you're in for a treat.

Also worth noting, the Devs for this game are fantastic and deserve your support. Very active, open, and helpful with the
community, and they do a fantastic job of supporting their game and community.. OMG, this is ogly game for last years... I have
one habit is a finish all of that I try to start. I have been finishing this game for 1.5 years cause I set up and deleted this game
again and again. Luckily I've done it - I have finished this game.

If you cant create something special and amazing please dont do anything...

I regret for spending time with the game.
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Pros:
+Price--I only paid 60 cents for this game with a steam coupon. I only decided to purchase this game because it's such a small
amount of money, and plus cards = more steam exp... ...

Cons:
- Music...The music consists of one short little tune that repeats over and over again ad infinitum. It's a sort of industrial, dark
tune at that, which I do not believe fits the lighthearted graphics at all.
- Lack of graphic diversity...There are quite a few levels, but they all use the exact same models. Same enemies, same hanging
chain thingy, same hanging moss, SAME COLOR (rusty orange) stone.
- No character customization...You have a single little guy you control, who is quite bland, but a little cute, that is minimal.
- Gameplay...You only get one mechanic--the ability to teleport, which for no given reason you're not allowed to use in certain
parts of some levels.. Even though the game is almost free I still had to give it a thumb down - it is poorly programmed walking
simulator (even with lowered graphic details and low resolution it freezes for few seconds every time I turn around), the
atmosphere is not bad, but it is a game with about 30 minutes of gameplay where you have very little to actually do and deal
with "puzzles" that are hard to understand what have to do with anything.

Perhaps Artania has something to offer, but the game does everything possible to put me off from discovering what it is all
about.. Im not one to play too many horror games, but tihs one proves to be quite the gem. Put together the unpredictibility(thats
a word right?), the eerie atmosphere, and the all around unsettling soundtrack, and you get a game that is worth every cent you
put towards it. This game takes a different approach with horror. Instead of random pop-up jump scares, it'll try to creep you
out by getting inside of your head with things such as floating books and evil eyes. The only issue (if it can even be called that)
in my opinion is the lack of a save system, but when this game is as short as it is, there really isnt a point to a save system, so
mabey its just me fussing about over nothing. In any case this game is one worth playing and will definitley give you something
to think about next time you go into the attic.

10\/10. I have been using Agisoft Photoscan and Pix4d for over a year, Recap 360 for a few months and started working with
RC Beta early this year. I really like the speed and quality that RC delivers especially when comparing the price of the others.
For general photogrammetry RC is now my go to app.

I still use Pix4d, for now, to do mapping of stockpiles and quarries in order to get the volumetric calculations. Would really like
to see more industrial features added to RC.. SCS Sofware creates great content for trucker!. The epitome of a hidden gem.
Eloquent, open gameplay in a retro JRPG turn-based shell. What an absolute delight.. Super boring game and the ghost girl was
lame asf.

Will refund this game.. Brain Hurty

More Specifically it's a game about thinking outside the box, but even when you think outside of the box you have to think your
way out of another box to get to that glorious flag, or wall that you made have that little win box
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